
Clinton Foundation at Center of Child Trafficking Network Investigation
WARNING: turn away now if you do not want to be incredibly disturbed. This is real.

Pay attention to “pizza” and “cheese” references throughout, as these are highly likely to be code words for children or criminal sexual acts of some sort.

UPDATE: Why were Podesta’s emails scraped the day after this child went missing? Where was he? Why isn’t he responding to inquiries? Why does the official police sketch match him?

UPDATE: Why is Podesta obsessed with this art? (
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What follows are screencaptures of archived photos made public by crowd-sourced investigations online.  We urge you to collaborate with citizens there and share anything else you can find as details
 continue to be discovered.

UPDATE: an image shows a baby and a comment by Alefantis says “that baby loved the farm.” Link: http://archive.is/abZBC

UPDATE: an authenticated email reveals talk of putting young children in a heated pool as entertainment for people who are visiting a farm.

Note that the children’s ages are made explicit, along with a guarantee that they will be in that pool “for sure.”

Link: https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/5252

The email was sent by Tamera Luzzato.

A member of the anonymous hacking collective found this: the headline speaks of spending “raw and uncut time” with a child online. The wording is: “Evelyn is growing up. Soon she will be the queen of the
entire US of A. right now, for a limited time only, you can spend some time with her online, raw and uncut.”

View the rest of Anonymous’s findings here. 

UPDATE: Photos of child-sized coffins by invididuals associated with Alefantis/Comet Pizza
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They have a profoundly disturbing fascination with small children and pizza. The video of Amanda Kleinmann (below) also makes allusions to empty baby cribs and pizza.

Avalanche of data continuing to emerge: https://twitter.com/i/moments/795452870745354240
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Drawing of man romantically engaged with “pizza” — posted on owner of Comet Pizza’s facebook page.
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Note again: John Podesta’s emails look to be mysteriously deleted on the day McCann was abducted.

Sexual reference to pizza.
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Discussions in John Podesta’s hacked emails about “pizza” that are suspected of being code. “Pizza-related map,” etc.

We have another email whose subject is “Comet.” Sent to John Podesta with “xoxo”
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Editor’s note: What follows is a set of data. Your only responsibility as an intellectual, is to logically evaluate the data on your own and follow the evidence wherever it leads. This data is in need of an
explanation, and it is up to you to determine what the most likely explanation is.

Mr. Alefantis is the owner of the Washington DC pizza parlor Comet Ping Pong. There are disturbing indications that Mr. Alefantis is running a pedophile ring that involves quite a few public figures in
Washington D.C. It would appear that he is the “Achilles heel” for all these people of stature.

Since the investigation began, Mr. Alefantis has deleted many of his posts and set his social media to private. We have archived the entirety of his online presence however. Links posted here are both
archives and screenshots I took while helping to investigate.

II. Implications James Alefantis is running a pedophile ring out of Comet Ping Pong
A. Sexual references made in Comet Ping Pong and by Alefantis online

First. Comet Ping Pong advertises itself as a “family place for parents and their kids”

This website here shows that a reviewer mentioned the presence of hidden doors in the establishment (it also revealed that the Food Network show host Guy Fieri has done an episode there). Link and
screenshot of relevant portion here:

http://www.sashalordpresents.com/comet/

https://i.sli.mg/iFTJal.png

UPDATE: Comet Pizza just one of several restaurants in area with pedophilia references, all under matching ownership. What is going on here, and why are they digging tunnels underneath this area?
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Despite it’s claim to be “family friendly” the restaurant has a number of disturbing sexual references inside and James Alefantis makes a number of references to pedophelia both overtly and implicitly
online.

 

He posted a disturbing image of a little girl taped down to a table in Comet Ping Pong:

https://archive.fo/YJJnJ

He joked about purchasing infants:

https://archive.fo/5UecO

Here he posted a photo featuring a man wearing a shirt that says “I love children” in French:

https://i.sli.mg/ON22AY.png

 

A photo showing individuals engaged in some strange ceremony or ritual:

https://i.sli.mg/dAMKb2.jpg

Another odd photo someone tagged at Comet Ping Pong:

https://i.sli.mg/7UoOMf.png

Here Alefantis posted a photo of a man with a yellow bead necklace around the head of a young boy. A quick search reveals yellow sex bracelets imply analingus, and the hashtag #chickenlovers in the
instagram post is a pedophile reference to adult men who are attracted to underage boys. Links below:

http://archive.is/2XUmH

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=sex%20bracelets

https://i.sli.mg/RXxkc6.png

B. References to pizza, either sexual or involved children

Alefantis and others clearly use the term “pizza” to allude, at the very least to sex (I believe it to mean sex with minors). Here are a number of references from Alefantis and others tagged at Comet Ping
Pong making sexual innuendos about pizza and children:

https://archive.fo/rwOig

https://archive.fo/mKH6M

https://archive.fo/NphBA

https://i.sli.mg/8Ziyud.png

https://i.sli.mg/r8cIgN.png

https://i.sli.mg/6ShWWC.png

https://i.sli.mg/r1x646.jpg

https://i.sli.mg/9ci3lJ.png

http://imgur.com/a/txnm3
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https://archive.is/FMLbx

C. Innuendos to systematic child abuse and trafficking

Comet Ping Pong’s posters for the “concerts” played at their venue show references to abuse and pedophilia.

Here is an poster which may refer to the out of body experience children have when experiencing extreme abuse:

https://i.sli.mg/kHXqhi.jpg

Here is one showing a band called the “Lolitas” played at Comet Ping Pong:

https://i.sli.mg/4Y3VIs.jpg

More disturbingly Alefantis has posted a number of photos showing very suspicious rooms, construction of underground chambers and openly joked about “filling them” with his friends on Instagram.

Here is a photo Alefantis posted showing men digging a hole. Him and his friends joke about “filling it” and a commenter claims his hole has “been full for quite some time now.” They also joke about doing
a “line up” at the hole in the near future.

https://i.sli.mg/s3px8V.png

Another photo he posted appears to shows a large freezer, which could appear to be a location used for some kind of imprisonment or torture. Commenters on the photo joke “rinse it off when you’re
done” and “kill room.”

https://i.sli.mg/86mWlT.png

The man who commented “kill room” on the above photo has a number of images on his Instagram appearing to show he makes child sized coffins:

https://i.sli.mg/m9UgrV.png

https://i.sli.mg/3YcyRF.png

Here is a disturbing Wikileaks email where a “torture chamber” is referenced:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/56492

Finally, people have noticed that pro-Hillary groups own ALL the properties on the block where Comet Ping Pong is located.

https://i.sli.mg/1XVf9d.png

As noted in the previous picture, some of the company logos of nearby groups who have offices near Comet Ping Pong look similar to known images used by pedophiles as per this FBI document:

https://i.sli.mg/TcMOz6.png

What can we do about this?

It seems fairly likely that the DC police and FBI will not do anything about this situation. Raise public awareness! Our best tool to combat the people in power on this issue is to build publicity until the public
demands a change. Get the word out!

Credits to all the anons on /pol/ who have been working around the clock on this, as well as our own nimble navigators, especially /u/dota2_scrub who found the Soros/Obama documentation.

EDIT: /u/omfgzlolz has pointed out that “ping ponging” is sexual slang for a threesome.

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=ping+pong&amp;defid=1386116

EDIT 2: A NEW LEAD shows that James Alefantis’ sister, Susan Alefantis wrote a letter in support of a teacher who was convicted of molesting 5 girls:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.documentcloud.org/documents/835178/kloman-letter-writers.pdf

Here is an article on the abuser:

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/potomac-school-investigation-uncovers-more-alleged-abuse/2014/06/30/57abfa0e-0072-11e4-8fd0-3a663dfa68ac_story.html

 

WARNING: What you are about to see is  profoundly disturbing. You should not continue reading this unless you are emotionally prepared.

Scroll all the way down to the end of this article if you want to see the pictures and video without reading about the background – another warning: these contain images of infants, child’s arms being
restrained, sinister sexual discussions, underground facilities, rooms with “murder” as the comment, and much more.

We ask only one thing of you. That you think logically and critically as you process this information. It is normal to doubt this or feel you are going insane, because it is so far removed from our ordinary day-
to-day experience. But keep digging into the details. Verify everything on your own, do not trust us or anybody else blindly. Assess the evidence and footage for yourself, and research hard.

Open your eyes.

We’ll proceed as follows. We’ll give you names. We’ll give you their relation to the Clintons. We’ll give you a series of links which you can use to verify the information for yourself. Finally, we’ll present
video footage and photos at the end.

These photos were posted by the instagram account of the owner of Comet Pizza and include a baby doll being put up for sale.

UPDATE: The account has since been deleted, but everything is archived at the bottom of this article.

Anthony Weiner
Investigated for sexual misconduct involving a minor. 

Relation to Clintons: Anthony Weiner is married to Huma Abedin. Huma is Clinton’s closest staffer. Hillary describes Huma as her second daughter.

Weiner was brought up on sexual misconduct with an underage girl, as well as sending sexually explicit photos online. Huma was reported to have stored a vast trove of secret information on Weiner’s
computer.

The FBI found that information. Days after they found it, they arrested over 239 people involved in a child sex trafficking ring. 

Jeffrey Epstein
Confirmed pedophile. 
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Relation to Clintons: billionaire who was intimately involved in the Clinton Foundation. Both Bill and Hillary Clinton were on his private jet over 20 times, many times without secret service.

On this private jet, which as come to be known as “the lolita express,” Epstein was found to have had beds and minors available for his clients to engage in sexual activity with. This jet would fly to a private
island where Epstein was believed o have had a compound with more child sex slaves. What investigators found in his compound was downright scary. 

 

John Podesta
Mired in controversy after leaked emails show his involvement with Marina Abramovic’s spirit cooking, as well as bizarre and seemingly nonsensical references to pizza throughout his emails.

John Podesta may have injured his hand at a place called “Comet Pizza”

Relation to Clintons: top adviser for over two decades. Currently leading Hillary’s quest for the office of presidency.

Podesta’s emails were leaked to the American public by Wikileaks. Inside those emails appear to multiple references to pizza and “cheese pizza” which, if interpreted in their normal context, make no
sense. But pizza is a notorious code for child prostitution in underground networks.

As an example, in Podesta’s emails there is reference to a napkin with a map on it that is “pizza-related.”

Marina Abramovic
Relation to Clintons: invites Clinton team to her private rituals, which she says are not just performance art, but real spiritual rituals, donated the maximum amount to Hillary’s current quest for presidency.

Marina Abramovic produces imagery posing with small children, and also depicts ritualistic abuse. It is Crowely-type magick involving very demented practices which we shall not describe here, but you are
free to see for yourself. 

Here is Marina posing with a young undressed child.

Marina has said that her magick is not just “art” but is a spiritual experience when it is done in private settings.

Question to ask yourself: is the label of “performance art” being used so these people can maintain deniability when they are engaged in these activities? (More on this below.)

Tony Podesta
Relation to Clintons: the most powerful lobbyist in Washington DC contributing to the Clinton campaign, is John Podesta’s brother, also invited to Abramovic’s private ritual.

Tony Podesta’s house has pictures of unclothed minors, according to reports, and he is into the “art” of Biljana Djurdjevic.  We cannot post Biljana Djurdjevic’s
“art” here, and we strongly suspect it might be paintings of actual pictures or events. Here is the google image search result, but we strongly caution you to
not view that link unless you are adequately psychologically prepared.
Tony has pictures of naked minors in his room, reports show.

 

James Alafantis
Owner of “Comet Pizza” a restaurant described as being “kid-friendly” and having doorways blended in with walls, discussed having pizza with John Podesta in emails, was in a relationship with David
Brock who is a close associate of the Clintons.

Comet Pizza has come under severe scrutiny after it was found by independent researchers on Reddit to bear symbols of pedophilia. Verify for yourself.
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Amanda Kleinman organizes events there. One of the events was for children to come and learn about monsters, and why monsters have different ideas of love than humans, and children were to write
notes to the monsters on Valentines day.

Amanda Kleinman
This is who Amanda Kleinman is. Note references to “filling holes,” imagery of “pizza” and empty baby cribs, etc. Amanda Kleinman organized events at Comet Pizza.

More connections:

I. Connections between Power Brokers and Alefantis
David Brock, director of Correct the Record

James Alefantis is the owner of pizza joint Comet Ping Pong, he is (or was) the romantic partner of former CTR director David Brock. Here is a link confirming this and showing them caught up with another
individual in some kind of blackmail love triangle:

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/02/27/media-matters-boss-paid-former-partner-850g-blackmail-settlement.html

Here is a photo of Brock on Alefantis’ Instagram:

https://i.sli.mg/p58Eks.png

Hillary Clinton

Here is a letter Alefantis posted from Hillary thanking him for helping with a fundraiser that involved the Podestas:

http://archive.is/Jeh0X

An FEC search also shows payments made to Alefantis from the Clinton Campaign and pro Clinton PACS

http://search04.fec.gov/vivisimo/cgi-bin/query-meta?input-form=advanced-
fec&amp;query=Alefantis&amp;v%3Asources=Administrative_Fine&amp;v%3Asources=Advisory_Opinion&amp;v%3Asources=Alternative_Dispute_Resolution&amp;v%3Asources=Audit_Reports&amp;v%3Asources=Matters_Under_Review&amp;v%3Asources=Matters_Under_Review_Archived&amp;v%3Asources=Rulemaster&amp;v%3Asources=Candidate_Summary&amp;v%3Asources=Committee_Summary&amp;v%3Asources=fec.gov&amp;v%3Asources=Disbursements&amp;v%3Asources=Receipts&amp;v%3Asources=Other.Transactions&amp;v%3Aproject=fec_search_02_prj

http://archive.is/5ljQn

Barack Obama

Here is a photo Alefantis posted showing Obama playing ping pong with a young boy:

http://archive.is/4uB5R

That Obama is playing ping pong with a child is not the issue here, but the fact that Alefantis posted it, ostensibly in a spirit of irony. What would be significant about “ping pong” to Alefantis?

Obama has also been identified in the Wikileaks Podesta dump as having held phone banks at Comet Ping Pong’s location:

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/27890#efmAKgALR

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/5326#efmADoAEY

Alefantis is also listed in White House records as having visited a few times:

http://imgur.com/Ia1lLQK

George Soros

Yes, George Soros even is involved with this pizza parlor. He is listed as a major donor to the American Bridge 21st Century PAC:

http://archive.is/afTPu

This PAC is on record with the FEC as having made several donations to Comet Ping Pong:

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?13941306270

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?13940775420

http://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/fecimg/?14960793887

Marina Abramovic

Alefantis appears to have some form of relationship to spirit cooking “artist” Marina Abramovic as he references her in his instagram:

https://i.sli.mg/laESt4

He also posted a photo which appears to possibly make a Moloch reference:

http://archive.is/ycEwD

Podestas

Here is Alefantis posting a photo of Tony Podestas house:

http://archive.is/LIHTn

You may remember this “Arch of Agony” statue from the house of Tony Podesta, as seen in this Washington Post article:

https://archive.fo/HhWH9

Keep in mind that this house contains art showing child abuse by Biljana Djurdjevic:

https://twitter.com/northofdoom/status/795019411497177088

https://i.sli.mg/dBY95x.jpg

http://washingtonlife.com/2015/06/05/inside-homes-private-viewing/

Here is the footage of activities that took place inside Comet Pizza, the people who are associated, babies for sale, and dark rooms tagged with “murder”, among other horrifying imagery.
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WARNING: turn away now if you do not want to be incredibly disturbed. This is real.

We would ask all readers to continue verifying everything for yourself.

UPDATE: Multiple other suspected pedo facilities near comet pizza, underground facility Underground tunnels under comet pizza? 

The Daily Sheeple report uncovers even more.

Danger and Play discusses links to occult activity.

TruthFeed ties Podesta’s to kidnapping of child.

UPDATE: Pictures from inside restaruant

More pictures of babies who “loved the farm”, babies with pizza, babies or dolls for sale, tunnels being dug under the facility:

We would ask all readers to continue verifying everything for yourself.

http://archive.is/0mPDo – digging underground

http://archive.is/g3pOu – image of pizza with hypnotizing background

http://archive.is/1u6Rp – image of child and pizza reference

http://archive.is/abZBC – image of infant who “loved the farm”

http://archive.is/lzWz8 – image of infant for sale, may be a doll? though the other infants are real

http://archive.is/atCyL – image of infant being fed pizza

http://archive.is/YJJnJ – image of girl with hands restrained

http://archive.is/LAWVh – images of digging underground, sexual references

http://archive.is/sFaJK – image of stabbing knife through pizza, artis

http://archive.is/2yRZj – image of instructing clients to turn off cell phones in strange room
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Ritualistic child abuse has evidently been happening for a long time. Here is a girl who claims it happened to her. Everybody dismissed this young girl as crazy or lying, but it seems now she was telling the
truth.
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Conservatives Criticize Michelle Obama For Bare Arms, Stay Silent On Melania Trump’s Nude Poses
Brianna Acuesta | True Activist Trump’s wife, possible future First Lady, receives no criticism for nude photoshoots while Michelle Obama is insulted for bare arms. Since Michelle Obama first became
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In Just Under 4 Minutes, CBS News Anchor Explains How and Why the US Created ISIS
Mike Sawyer | The Free Thought Project As Americans cower in fear over the perceived threat from men, women and children attempting to escape from war-torn Syria, the majority of
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Cop Admits He “Saw No Weapon” But Shot Mentally Ill Man to Death Anyway
Bianca Bruno | Courthouse News Service SAN DIEGO (CN) – An official police statement released by the family of a mentally ill man shot and killed by a San Diego
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Live Animals are Being Sold as ‘Trinkets’ in Tiny Plastic Keychains
  Every year, 10 million animals are killed in China. This new fad, however, takes animal cruelty to another level. Lipika Mudgal | True Activist There have been many examples
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Wikileaks Emails Suggest That Hillary’s Comments on Police Brutality Were Staged
Hillary Clinton’s responses to police brutality are evidently staged behind the scenes, according to emails dumped by Wikileaks. Wikileaks has uncovered that the comments Hillary makes on police killing
black
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Wells Fargo “Defrauded Millions of People,” Executive Gets $125 M
Whitney Webb | True Activist Carrie Tolstedt, former head of Consumer Banking at Wells Fargo, will “retire” later this year $125 million richer. Following a massive scandal that defrauded million
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Court: Government Doesn’t Have to Pay Reparations for Slaughtering Native American Tribe
Emma Gannon | Courthouse News Service DENVER (CN) – The U.S. government has immunity from Native Americans seeking the reparations promised after the Army slaughtered their ancestors in 1864,
the
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“Something Big Is Underway On All Fronts”
Jeremiah Johnson | SHTFplan.com (nom de plume of a retired Green Beret of the US Army Special Forces) November 3, 2016 As of this writing, the increased U.S. troop presence
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Huge Insurrection Happening Now on Hillary Clinton’s Facebook Page
  UPDATE: 10/28 Yes, the comment sections on Hillary’s page have only intensified with scathing critiques. At this point it looks like not even her paid operatives can manipulate popular
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